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the current version of the drivers includes fixes for windows 8/7, and an embedded.pdf printer that works with xp, vista and 7. with a first glance, though, there is one huge blemish: you need a usb port to use it. if you do not know, then allow me to explain what a pdf is. it is basically a microsoft portable document format file (.pdf) file is an electronic file format that describes the appearance of a printed page. it is an electronic file which can be read in most commercial software packages that offer pdf printing. the manual use the same usb port which you're using for your usb hub for connecting another usb device like a mouse or keyboard. this is a good idea, the output from the usb hub will help the other devices use power more efficiently. the pinout diagram shows a chip on the right that
represents the a/d i/o pins. the msb/lsb pairs are line '0' through line '5', and line '6' through line '11'. the lsb is the lowest order bit of the a/d channel and the msb is the highest order bit. the main three bit signal is channel '0'. the a/d resolution is the number of bits used for signal resolution. for example, a 16-bit a/d converter requires a 16-bit input, and hence the minimum input is defined as 0 and maximum as 65535. thus, to read a 10-bit a/d converter, you'd have to range from '0' to '1023'. in practice, the device will discard the value once it crosses the input range. the usb bus uses a differential data transfer of +' 5 volts and -' 5 volts (also referred to as signaling 1 and signaling 2). using this data transfer, the maximum bus data rate for the usb bus is up to 12 megabytes per second, but the

typical data transfer rate for the usb bus is 5 megabytes per second (which is 50 percent of the maximum).
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